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1 Professional Registration 
We have two new registrants including one transfer, making our current totals 

CEng - 28 

IEng - 1 

For those supporting Professional Registration applicants, SEE Registration committee 

meeting dates and associated latest applicant submission dates are shown below: 

• Wed 27th February 2019 - information required by 15 February 

• Wed 8th May 2019  - information required by 29 April 

• Wed 11th September 2019 - information required by 30 August 

• Wed 4th December 2019 - information required by 23 November 

Please also look at FB from the IW later in this report. 

2 SE Professional Certification 

2.1 Application numbers 
The number of INCOSE members applying for SEP through the UK online system continues to 

grow significantly.  Below are numbers of members achieving SEP Certification through the UK 

online system along with total number of UK Chapter members who are certified.  

Of note is that we have one new ESEP (Ian Gallagher). 

Level of SEP UK accredited Total UK (from INCOSE central records) 

ASEP 75 84 

CSEP 29 61 

ESEP 3 10 

 

2.2 Certification “Paper” Examination Dates 
The SEP Certification “paper” examination sessions appear to be a good way of increasing 

SEP numbers, whether this be from “on-site” company-specific exams or through our own 

invigilated Chapter sessions.   

We plan to hold two SEP certification paper examinations in 2019.  The most likely dates will 

be June and September with the venue currently under discussion. As soon as these are 

confirmed an email will go to all members. 

We understand that Central are looking more generally at the examination price and 

associated cost model with this but to date we have not heard anything.   

2.3 Competence-based INCOSE Certification – UK Chapter 
See IW discussions below.  
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3 IW2019 feedback 

3.1 Competency Working Group 
I attended this session on behalf of my company, primarily to support the International 

competency working group.  It is good to report that attendance at that working group was 

strong with some new members, coupled with others who have been members for a while. 

I was reappointed as Editor of the Competency Framework and we will now focus for the 

creation of “Assessment Guide” Annex – omitted from the publication in July 2018.   

Given the inevitable snail-like pace of material creation by volunteers, we have set ourselves 

what may be a fairly aggressive target of finalising the assessment guide by IW2020.    

Formal publication is therefore tentatively scheduled for IS2020, Cape Town (July 2020). 

It should be noted that, as with the main body of the document, I took the opportunity to seed 

the Draft Assessment Guide with material taken from the “old” UK Chapter framework.  This 

should once again minimise disruption for those who eventually choose to migrate. 

On a related matter, I proposed that a SysML model of the framework be created to replace the 

word/excel approach.  This was enthusiastically received, particularly as it also aligns with 

INCOSE’s own goal of “MBSE” in the coming years.  However, we decided that – rather than 

go down the potentially very deep rabbit hole of focusing on this idea alone -  in the short term 

our target will remain completion of the framework and assessment guide using “traditional” 

word/excel-based methods.   

We determined that we will start to look at the model “shortly”, with the aim of performing a 

migration of the formal framework to a model-based structure later.  There were many people 

interested in taking on this task but no opposition to the proposed approach.  I managed to 

persuade the CWG that the UK Chapter “already had a partial model” (NB Jon Holt et al) and 

that I would investigate its current status and potential options for updating it to reflect the 

“new” framework structure, including populating it with data, reporting back to the CWG in due 

course.  This is an Action I would like to progress in the UK Chapter ASAP. 

My own thoughts (with Hazel, who was at the IW) was to look at this as a potential opportunity 

for the ECF to find volunteer(s) to work on something both useful and interesting, ensuring UK 

Chapter can continue to play a part in the development of this area.  However, if this is to be 

the case, we will have to devise a strategy to offer support to INCOSE central, since 

others at the CWG are inevitably going to offer to do this activity as well. 

3.2 Competence-Based CSEP 
It became clear at the IW that there is little appetite in the short term for full INCOSE funding of 

all the Website updates necessary for the UK Chapter to develop a fully on-line version of 

competence based CSEP.  Our website solution is seen as excellent, but its maintenance is a 

UK Chapter challenge… 

However, two options were supported (by Courtney Wright – Certification PM - in particular)… 

a. Rollout of a low-cost Competence-based CSEP model based upon our “pilot”.  

Like the pilot, the concept of the “full” rollout would be a part-online, part-offline system.  

Of course, this has admin overheads, but any design could capitalise on the existing 

online standard CSEP application code to a point and “sensible costs” for reducing 

application admin would probably be accepted by INCOSE in funding this rollout.  Note 
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this approach also has strong support of Duncan Kemp at the MoD for good internal 

reasons.  DTE are currently looking at costing this option. 

 

b. In the longer term, Courtney indicated that she may be open to the potential prospect of 

“Porting” the entire UK “standard ASEP/CSEP” online application system into the 

main INCOSE system.  The UK Chapter system has been highly praised in the past by 

the Certification Advisory Group and remains substantially ahead of the “standard” 

INCOSE PDF-based approach.  Clearly migration would need to be planned and costed 

but may be a good longer-term opportunity to recover some of our “sunk costs” for the 

online system I the form of IP transfer as well as promoting UK Chapter contributions to 

the big INCOSE picture.  My current view however is that it is unlikely any effort 

associated with this approach will only happen once the INCOSE main website is more 

stable – which is perhaps 1-2 years away. 

3.3 Fast-track CEng to CSEP 
The Certification PM, Courtney Wright is very keen to progress a UK Chapter MOU facilitating 

a fast-track to CSEP for those who are already Professional Registered by the Engineering 

Council.  This would follow the Australian model I put in place as a member of the Certification 

Advisory Group a few years ago. 

Courtney has asked me to prepare short business cases for two scenarios and to work with the 

CAG to get these approved: 

a. Systems Engineers who are Professionally Registered with the Engineering Council 

through INCOSE UK 

b. Systems Engineers who are Professionally Registered through other institutions. 

In the first case, systems engineers registered through INCOSE UK, would be entitled to be 

granted CSEP through equivalence if they completed a “simple” form, and passed the SEP 

Knowledge Examination   This works on the assumption that they were assessed as systems 

engineers as part of their application (rather than transfers-in from other institution).  The 

assessment thus eliminates the need to “prove” SE background. 

The latter case (including those who have transferred in to INCOSE UK from other institutions)  

more or less matches the CPEng MOU arrangement put in place a year ago with the Australian 

Chapter.  Here, individuals would be required to complete a short (1-2 page) personal 

statement summarising their “systems engineering work experience over the last 5 years” and 

get this signed by a credible reference.  This, coupled with passing the SEP Knowledge exam 

as before, would also make them entitled to claim CSEP through equivalence. 

Clearly the finer details need to be made specific to UK circumstances, but I believe that this 

represents a great opportunity to grow Professional Registrations through INCOSE UK and 

CSEP numbers in the UK. 

Either or both of these two business cases would be approved via an updated Certification 

MOU with the Chapter. 
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